
Beaufort County School District Uses InVision Software to Better 
See, Plan, Manage, and Protect Property and Assets
Learn how BCSD is using the visualization and analytical power of InVision—location-centric, data-driven facility management 
technology—to solve key FM challenges like space planning and utilization, capital planning, and safety and security.

“Having a centralized, consolidated view of our buildings 
and assets presented on a map dramatically improves 
communications and decision support.”
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Beaufort County’s public schools in South 
Carolina have been making dramatic progress 
in recent years with across-the-board 
improvements in student achievement and 
significant cost savings from more efficient 
operations. 

Beaufort County School District Mission 
& Vision
Like most school systems, Beaufort County School District 
(BCSD) measures its success against their clear mission and 
vision statements.

• Mission: The Beaufort County School District, through 
a personalized learning approach, will prepare graduates 
who compete and succeed in an ever-changing global 
society and career marketplace.

• Vision: We will work with families and our diverse 
community to ensure that students perform at 
an internationally competitive level in a learning 
environment that is safe, nurturing, and engaging. 

Facilities Are Mission Critical
BCSD’s progress, mission, and vision make clear that their 
facilities not only represent an important means for lowering 
costs through efficient operations, but also in creating safe 
and positive learning environments for students. In other 
words, facilities are “mission critical” to K-12 school systems 
like BCSD, as are the professionals that manage them. 

“Buildings are a fundamental element to our whole 
educational system,” says Carol Crutchfield, Planning 
Coordinator for the BCSD Facilities Planning & Construction 
Department. “Facilities are there to support instruction and 
student programs. So it’s our department’s goal to help 
ensure teachers, faculty and staff have what they need to 
support our students and achieve the mission of our school 
district.”

Key Facility Management  
Challenges at BCSD
Beaufort County School District manages 40 buildings (30 
schools), adding up to 4 million square feet of indoor space. 
But the responsibilities of BCSD’s small facility management 
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(FM) team don’t stop outside the building envelopes—they 
are also responsible for the planning and maintenance of 950 
acres of outdoor space and related infrastructure. 

A few of the facility management challenges faced by 
Beaufort County School District include:

Capital Planning

Staying ahead of—and finding—funding is a 
key challenge for BCSD, as it is with most any 

public school district.  Educational programs 
change frequently, creating the need for renovations to 
existing structures and infrastructure to accommodate new 
curriculum, testing requirements, and teaching approaches. 
“Keeping track of when things need to happen for capital 
planning is important—whether it be new construction, 
renovation, maintenance or repair,” says Crutchfield. “We 
need accurate information to drive a five-year plan to ensure 
that the money is there when the time comes for a project.”

Several years ago, BCSD had to add computer labs to meet 
the new requirements of standardized testing.  “Not only did 
we need to create spaces for these computer labs, we had to 

wire them for the internet as well,” adds Crutchfield. “Having 
spaces and computers dedicated to this testing required 
quite a bit of room conversion with additional electrical 
and internet access points. If you’re not planning ahead, 
budgeting can fall far behind.” 

“School facilities are always evolving,” continues Crutchfield. 
“As we move forward with more one-to-one computing, we 
are constructing more wireless networks and planning for the 
day when computer labs are no longer needed.”

Space Planning and Utilization

BCSD needed to better understand how their 
facilities were originally built compared to how 

they are now being used—teacher assignments, 
grade level assignments, room function (e.g., lab vs. 
classroom), and whether spaces are private or public. “The 
way buildings were constructed 30+ years ago was for a 
different mode of instruction,” says Crutchfield. “If we better 
understand the space we have and the condition it’s in, 
we can make smarter decisions about how to best use our 
facilities now and into the future.”
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Safety & Security

Safety and security are crucial for any school 
district and BCSD is no exception. “We 

have a system in place,” says Crutchfield. “But 
safety processes and procedures are living 

entities—they need to constantly evolve and 
adapt. We’re beginning the process of 
implementing a more integrated and 
interactive GIS-based system as we 
speak.”

The Need to Do 
More with Less

Like many K-12 public 
school districts, BCSD’s 

has only a small team responsible for 
overseeing facility management—and 
many staff members have other primary or 
secondary responsibilities. Much of the hands-on 
work it takes to manage and maintain BCSD facilities 
and grounds falls to outside contractors. “We essentially 
treat our contractors as part of the team,” says Crutchfield.  

“But working with consultants still presents its challenges. 
We’re working with a roofing consultant, and he will give 
us informative roof data, but the data is not in a format 
that is easily integrated into our systems.  If we’re going to 

work efficiently, we need a better way to integrate data 
and documents from both internal and external 

sources.”

The “Location” 
Software Solution
BCSD had some homework to do. 
Finding and implementing the right 
technology solution fell to Crutchfield. 

“We needed a consolidated data 
system where we could log in and 

pull up our buildings, floor plans, assets, 
infrastructure, and related documents 

and data and visualize them on a map. 
In other words, we were looking for a way to 

use a geographic information system (GIS) to do facility 
management.”
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InVision Software  
from PenBay Solutions
BCSD found their solution in the InVision™ software suite 
from PenBay Solutions. InVision is different from traditional 
facility management software because it leverages the Esri® 
ArcGIS® technology platform to provide comprehensive data 
integration and application interoperability. InVision then 
uses location as the organizing principle to create order out 
of abundant, complex information. This means users can 
better connect, visualize, interact with, and manage FM data 
from multiple systems. But unlike conventional GIS, InVision 
is purpose built for facility management. With InVision, 
FM professionals can better see, plan, manage, and protect 
property and assets, and validate mission-critical facility 
lifecycle decisions in portfolio planning, operations and 
maintenance, and safety and security.

InVision Benefits to BCSD
See. Plan. Manage. Protect.

BCSD, like most organizations, is implementing its InVision 
software solution in stages.  “When we decided to do this, 
we saw the vast potential of InVision,” said Crutchfield. “But 
we didn’t have the resources to take it all on at once.” 

BCSD purposefully chose to start simple—they began by 
loading floor plans and some basic systems data. “We spent 
nine months gathering room numbers—it was a bigger task 
than expected,” adds Crutchfield. “But we focused our 
priorities for the initial implementation on what we knew we 
could accomplish.”  
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See.
Save time and money.

At the outset of implementation in 2013, it was primarily 
Carol Crutchfield and the facilities team that were accessing 
and using InVision. As the team worked on a project, they 
could pull it up in the application, see the site, look inside 
the buildings, and visualize what was going on in a matter 
of minutes compared to the hours it would have taken to 
scrounge up the correct drawings or physically visit sites. 
“Having a centralized, consolidated view of our buildings 
and assets presented on a map dramatically improves 
communications and decision support,” says Crutchfield. 

Every structure, building, or renovation in the school 
district carries dozens of related files. InVision has made 
it much easier to find not just floor plans, but also other 
documents like contracts, warranty information, operations 
and maintenance manuals, repair work dates, and capital 
improvement plans related to projects. “We have our scanned 
and electronic documents organized in a Dropbox account,” 
continues Crutchfield. “Now we’ve linked that Dropbox 
account to InVision, so when you select a building on the 
map, you have instant access to all the documents relevant 
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to that particular school. This is an immense time-saver, and 
saving time usually equates to saving money.”

Plan.
Validate decisions.

BCSD is now beginning to implement data that will allow 
them to track the ages of buildings and assets to help them 
with capital planning. “If a school was built twenty years 
ago, you know you’re going to need a new roof soon,” says 
Crutchfield. In fact, one of the first layers BCSD implemented 
in InVision was to track roof leaks. “Repair and replacement 
projects can only be deferred so often—at some point you 
have to do them,” adds Crutchfield. “HVAC and other assets 
have lifecycles, and being able to track asset conditions, 
maintenance frequency, and other pertinent data through 
our InVision solution is going to be most helpful in capital 
planning going forward.”

Phased InVision Implementation
“We focused our priorities for the initial implementation 
on what we knew we could accomplish.” 

penbaysolutions.com/invision-starter-packages

http://penbaysolutions.com/invision-starter-packages
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Manage.
Improve space planning and utilization.

BCSD now has 100% of their facility as-built floor plans 
documented in their InVision solution. This is important 
because schools change how they assign their spaces every 
year. Being able to see how a space was designed compared 
to how it is actually being used will help the BCSD facility 
management department make informed decisions that help 
improve space utilization.

For example, most BCSD buildings have been renovated 
since the 1980’s to bring special education classes back 
into the mainstream school community. Some classrooms 
have wheelchair accessible bathrooms. “Often times we’ll 
find other classes assigned to these spaces when the special 
education students could really use the facilities available 
in these rooms,” says Crutchfield. “Soon we’ll be able to 
see room assignments within buildings on the map to help 
us determine where we can better utilize space. If we can 
optimize space utilization and delay new construction or 
renovation, it saves money for the district.”
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Protect.
Better protect lives, facilities and assets.

The safety and security of students, staff, and visitors is 
paramount at BCSD.  In the early stages of their InVision 
implementation in 2013, their Safety and Security Office 
used InVision for managing situations as benign as excess 
traffic at downtown school locations during drop-off and 
pick-up times, to more serious situations such as hurricanes 
or earthquakes. 

“PenBay helped us connect to publicly available GIS data like 
the USGS Earthquake Service and the NOAA Destructive 
Storm Service that shows hurricane tracks and potential 
damage cones,” said Crutchfield. “Given we’re just south of 
Charleston, which happens to be on an earthquake fault, 
and with hurricanes always a possibility here on the coast, 
the system gives us a consolidated approach to viewing and 
protecting our students, staff and facilities.”

As BCSD’s InVision implementation continues to evolve, new 
uses for their InVision implementation become more and 
more apparent. “It’s always been part of our overall plan to 
bring safety and security into our InVision system and we’re 
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working on connecting the relevant data,” says Crutchfield.  
“Whether it’s a dangerous person getting past the front door 
or just knowing the locations and conditions of gas outlets 
and shut-off valves, we need to be prepared to prevent and 
manage any kind of crisis situation. We’ve started showing 
our local emergency preparedness teams what we have with 
our InVision solution, and they are very excited.”

What’s Next for BCSD?
The Force Multiplier Effect
Force multipliers are tools that help people amplify their 
efforts to produce more and improved output. Employing 
force-multiplying tools like InVision software means that 
people using these tools get more work done with the same 
amount of effort.

“I absolutely see InVision as a force multiplier. It’s been 
interesting to watch the maintenance people as they saw our 
guys using it for planning some construction projects. They’d 
ask a question and we’d quickly pull up the answer on the 
map,” says Crutchfield. “Before we knew it, they were asking 
us ‘How can we get on board with that?  What do we need 

to do? We want to put this system in there. How can we get 
all the HVAC units in there?  How can we get locations of 
the security cameras in there?’ The uses for InVision are really 
taking off—to me, that’s my force multiplier.”
 

It’s All About the Data
BCSD’s facilities team is small, so both gathering and 
maintaining data requires additional resources. Last year, they 
had interns gathering external door data so they would know 
when door replacements are needed. But interns can only 
take data management so far. “Now, our contractors are not 
only viewing information in InVision, we are in the process of 
giving them access to add and edit information in the system,” 
says Crutchfield. “This will help broaden the scope of usable 
data in InVision while keeping our information current despite 
the small size of our in-house team.”

When the district recently put out a request for proposal 
for storm water and pavement assessments, they built in 
a requirement that the resulting data would have to be 
provided in a format that would read back into their InVision 
solution. “This worked out very well,” said Crutchfield. “We 
gave them the schema for how to format the data and there 
was very little effort to bring it into our system. It was all very 
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seamless and now we can see where we have deficiencies in 
our storm water system and paved areas right on the map.”

Opportunities for  
Students, Faculty and Staff
With the PenBay InVision solution in place, BCSD continues 
to address an expanding list of new projects that are growing 
out of migrating its facility data to GIS. This includes giving 
school principals access to the system to conduct space 
planning and teacher assignments. Using their county-wide 
Esri education site license, BCSD also wants to bring modern 
building science into the classroom for students. Their hope 
is to teach students to gather and input data as part of 
project-based learning and STEM education programs. As the 
students learn these valuable skills, the school district also 
benefits from much needed assistance in collecting important 
property data.

“As we progress, we are hoping to see more and more of 
the school district get involved, from students, to teachers, 
to principals, to the folks fixing roof leaks,” said Crutchfield. 
“There is value for everyone involved as we plan and 
implement district-wide improvements for years to come.”

Learn More at penbaysolutions.com/GISFMvideo.

http://penbaysolutions.com/GISFMvideo
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